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Let G be the adjoint group of a real semi-simple Lie algebra g and let K be a
maximal compact subgroup of G. KC , the complexification of K, acts on p*C , the
complexified cotangent space of GK at eK. If O is a nilpotent KC orbit in p*C , we
study the asymptotic behavior of the multiplicities of K-types in the module R[O ],
the regular functions on the Zariski closure of O. Sekiguchi has shown that each
such orbit O corresponds naturally to a nilpotent G orbit 0 in g*. We show that
if the split rank of g equals one, then the asymptotic behavior of K-types is deter-
mined precisely by ;0 , the canonical Liouville measure on 0. David Vogan has
conjectured that this relationship is true in general. We show that when g is
complex, this conjecture can be reduced to the case in which O is not induced from
a nilpotent orbit of a proper Levi-subalgebra of g. We also relate this conjecture to
a recent result of Schmid and Vilonen that links the characteristic cycle of a Harish
Chandra module to its asymptotic support.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Let G be the adjoint group of a complex semi-simple Lie algebra g, and
let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G. If k is the Lie algebra of K,
let J denote the (K invariant) projection g*  k* coming from the Killing
form of g. (V denotes the real dual.) Suppose that O is a nilpotent (co-
adjoint) orbit in g*, with Liouville measure ; O (as defined in [13]).
J
*
(; O), the pushforward of ; O to k*, is a well-defined tempered,
K-invariant measure on k*. In [13], we defined MO , the asymptotic multi-
plicity measure of R[O ], the ring of regular functions on O . MO describes
the asymptotic behavior of the multiplicities of K types in R[O ]. We also
investigated the following conjecture of David Vogan regarding the
relationship between MO and J*(;O ).
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Conjecture 1 (Vogan). For every nilpotent co-adjoint orbit Og*,
there is a nonzero constant cO such that J*(;O )=cO MO .
In this paper, we show how this conjecture can be reduced to the case
in which O is ‘‘rigid,’’ i.e., is not induced from a nilpotent orbit of a proper
Levi-subalgebra of g. The minimal nonhero orbit is an important example
of an orbit which is generally rigid. And we will verify that the conjecture
holds for this orbit.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall some of the
notation and results of [13] relating to MO and J*(; O ). In Section 2 we
review basic facts about induction of nilpotents in complex semi-simple Lie
algebras. In Sections 3 and 4, we investigate the effect of induction of
nilpotents on MO . In Section 5, we investigate the effect of induction on
J
*
(; O). The main results of Sections 4 and 5 imply that Conjecture 1 can
be reduced to the case in which O is rigid. In Section 6, we verify
Conjecture 1 for the minimal nonzero nilpotent orbit. In Section 7, we
recall a more general version of Conjecture 1 from [13] which is applicable
to real semi-simple Lie algebras and give evidence for its validity. In
Section 8, we discuss a related result of Schmid and Vilonen [[18] (also
conjectured by Vogan) which links the characteristic cycle of a Harish
Chandra module to its asymptotic support.
The author wishes to thank the referee and the editor for many helpful
suggestions.
1. Asymptotic Multiplicity Measures and Pushforwards of Measures
We first recall the basic notation of [13]. Let B denote the Killing form
of g regarded as a real semisimple Lie algebra. Identify g* with g by means
of B. Since B is negative definite on k and allows us to identify k and k*,
we define a positive definite bilinear form ( , ) on k* by setting (#, &)=
&B(#, &) for #, & # k*.
We fix a maximal torus t inside k. T is the corresponding torus in K.
W is the Weyl group of the pair (k, t). Let 2+=2+(kC , tC) be a positive
root system which will remain fixed, and set \ equal to half the sum of the
roots in 2+. K is parametrized by the set of 2+ dominant integral weights
in i t* (i.e., equivalence classes of finite dimensional irreducible K modules).
If + # K , O(+) denotes the orbit K } [&i(++\)] in k*. Since O(+) is a
symplectic manifold, it has a canonical Liouville measure ;O(+) . If O is a G
orbit in g*, and O is its Zariski closure, let R[O] (respectively R[O ])
denote the ring of regular functions on O (respectively O ). For each + # K ,
mO(+) (respectively mO (+)) is the multiplicity of the K-type + in R[O]
(respectively R[O ]).
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For f # C c (k*), and t>0, define ft by ft(x)=t
&dim kf (t&1x). Set p(O)=
dimC O&dimR k. Then M O is the distribution on k* defined as
MO ( f ) #
def
lim
t  
t&p( O ) :
+ # K
mO (+) ;O(+)( ft). (1.1)
In [13] it is shown that MO is well defined by (1.1) and is tempered. MO
is defined in the same way as MO , except that mO (+) replaces m O(+) in
(1.1). MO and MO are clearly K invariant. Note that if O is nilpotent then
MO=MO (Corollary 5.2.9 in [13]).
In order to derive the properties of MO , we found it useful in [13] to
introduce the auxiliary function NO(t) (t>0) to measure the growth of
mO(+). We recall its definition. For + # K , d(+) is the dimension of the
irreducible K module corresponding to +. Then
NO (t) #
def
:
(++\, ++\)t2
+ # K
m O (+) d(+). (1.2)
NO (t) is defined analogously.
We also recall the definition of J
*
(;O), the pushforward of ;O to k*. If
f # C c (k*), it is easy to show that Supp( f b J) & O is bounded. Therefore,
;O( f b J) is well defined. And we have
J
*
(; O )( f ) #
def
;O ( f b J). (1.3)
Since ;O is G invariant and tempered [17], J*(;O ) is K invariant and
tempered.
In [[13], formula (2.2.2)] we defined a map A+: Cc(k*)  Cc(t*), with
the properties that: (1) A+( f ) is W skew-invariant; and (2) A+ is a linear
isomorphism from the space of smooth compactly supported K invariant
functions on k* to the space of smooth compactly supported W skew-
invariant functions on t*. Suppose dk is a Haar measure on K, and
?+#def >: # 2+ h: , where h: is the coroot corresponding to : (i.e., if & # t*,
then h:(&)=2(:, &)(:, :)). Then up to a constant depending on K and T,
we have
A+f (’)=?+(’) |
K
f (k } ’) dk (when ’ is regular). (1.4)
Let C c (k*)$ (respectively, C

c (t*)$), denote the space of distributions on
k* (respectively, t*). The transpose of A+ maps C c (t*)$ into C

c (k*)$.
This map restricts to an isomorphism from the space of W skew-invariant
tempered distributions on t* to the space of K invariant tempered distribu-
tions on k*. (A+)t will denote the inverse of the transpose of A+. Thus if
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T is a K invariant tempered distribution on k*, and f # C c (k*), then
(A+)t (T) satisfies
(T, f )=( (A+)t (T), A+( f )). (1.5)
Example (2.2.4) of [13] shows that there is a nonzero constant cK, T such
that (A+)t (;O(+))=c&1K, T w # W =(w) $&iw(++\) , where $&iw(++\) is the
Dirac delta function at the point &iw(++\). It follows that if f # C c (k*),
then
(MO , f ) =( (A+)t (MO ), A+( f ))
=c&1K, T lim
t  
t&p :
+ # K
m O (+) :
w # W
=(w) $&iw(++\)[(A+f )] t , (1.6)
where p=dimC O|2+|rank K. Note that in (1.6): [(A+f )]t (x)=
t&rank KA+f (t&1x).
2. Basic Notation and Results on Induction of Nilpotent Orbits
Let g=l+u be a parabolic subalgebra of g. We assume that the Levi
factor l is stable under complex conjugation relative to the compact real
form k. 2(u) denotes the set of roots whose root spaces span u and we
write 2(u)=[:1 , ..., :n]. Q, L, and U are the connected, closed subgroups
of G corresponding to q, l, and u, respectively. In analogy with J, we define
the projection mapping JL: l*  l* & k*.
Let OL be a nilpotent conjugacy class in l*. Recall from [23] the defini-
tion (due to Lusztig and Spaltenstein [14]) of Indorb(L A G)(OL), the nilpo-
tent G conjugacy class in g* induced by OL . Set O=OG=Indorb(L A G)(OL).
In the following three sections we will study the relationship between MO
and MOL , and that between J*(; O) and J*
L(;OL).
In order to state these relationships, we will make use of the mapping
(A+)t defined in Section 1. We also need to recall the definition of H&i& ,
the Heaviside distribution on t* corresponding to the weight & in i t*:
H&i&( f )=0 f (s(&i&)) ds. Next we define an important convolution
product of these distributions: Y+u =H&i:1 V } } } V H&i:n , where :i # 2(u).
Our goal is to prove that there are nonzero constants } and }$ depending
on OL such that the following two formulas hold:
(A+)t (MO )=} :
w # WWL
=(w) w } ((A+)t (MOL) V Y
+
u ) (2.1)
and
(A+)t (J
*
(; O))=}$ :
w # WWL
=(w) w } ((A+)t (J
*
L(; OL)) V Y
+
u ). (2.2)
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As we noted in Section 1, MO=MO and M OL=MOL . Therefore, the
following result is an immediate consequence of (2.1) and (2.2).
Theorem 2.3. If Conjecture 1 holds for the group L and the nilpotent
orbit OL in l*, it holds for the group G and the induced orbit O=
Indorb(L A G)(OL) in g*.
The proofs of (2.1) and (2.2) will depend on the following diagram:
G_Q [OL+u] w G } [OL+u]=O .
(2.4)
GQ
Let X=G_Q [OL+u]. In diagram (2.4), \ is the G equivariant
morphism X  G } [OL+u]=O and ‘ is the projection X  GQ. (The
Q action on OL+u is defined as follows: if x # L, y # U, A # OL , and B # u,
then xy } (A+B)=x } A+xy } B.) This setup will allow us to compute the
asymptotics of the K types of R[X] (the ring of regular functions on X ) as
in Proposition 5.3.14 of [13]. This computation will eventually lead to
formula (2.1). Diagram (2.4) also provides the link between ;OL and ; O
needed to establish (2.2).
3. Relationship between the Multiplicity Functions of OL and O
Let mX (+) denote the multiplicity of the K type + in R[X]. MX and
NX (t) can then be defined analogously to MO and N O(t). (See definitions
(1.1) and (1.2). Note that p(X), the exponent of t in the limit defining MX
is equal to p(O) since dimC X=dimC O). In order to prove (2.1), ultimately
we must relate the multiplicity functions mO(+) (+ # K ) and mOL(*)
(* # L & K@ ). We will proceed as in Section 5.3 of [13]. This will be done in
two steps. We first relate the asymptotic behavior of mO (+) to that of
mX (+), and then relate mX (+) to mOL(*). These steps are accomplished by
the following propositions.
Proposition 3.1 (Notation of Section 2). Let O=G } e, and Qe (resp.
Ge) denote the centralizer of e in Q (resp. G). Set k=[Ge :Qe], the index of
Qe in Ge. Then NX and kNO have the same leading terms with NXkNO .
Hence MX=kMO =kMO .
Proof. We first note that \ is proper [22, Proposition A.2(c)] and of
degree k. Therefore \ is finite. Since \ is finite, we argue as in Proposition
5.3.14 of [13] and conclude that NX and kNO have the same leading terms
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with NXkNO . The argument of Proposition 5.1.23 of [13] allows us to
conclude that MX=kMO =kMO . K
We can now relate the multiplicity functions mX and mO L .
Proposition 3.2. The multiplicity function of X is given by the formula
mX (+)= :
* # L & K@
mOL(*) :
_ # W
=(_) p(_(++\)&(*+\)), (3.3)
where p is the partition function associated to 2(u).
Proof. Let OX denote the structure sheaf of X. We have R[X]=
1(X, OX) (the space of global sections). It is clear that 1(X, OX) is
isomorphic to 1(GQ, ‘
*
OX), where ‘*OX is the direct image of OX under
the projection ‘: X  GQ. ‘
*
OX is the sheaf of sections of the bundle
G_Q R[OL+u]  GQ. Also G_Q R[OL+u]=G_Q R[OL]R[u]. So,
using the notation of [23], we conclude that we have G isomorphisms:
R[X]&1(GQ, ‘
*
OX)&Indalg(Q A G)(R[OL]R[u]). (3.4)
Formula (3.3) follows from the following version of Frobenius reciprocity
[22, Proposition A.9d],
HomG(V+ , Indalg(Q A G)(R[OL]R[u]))
=HomQ(V+ | Q , R[OL]R[u]). (3.5)
We reason as follows. As an L & K module, R[OL]=* # @L & K
mOL(*) W* , where W* is the irreducible L & K module corresponding to *.
Hence, the right-hand side of (3.5) has dimension: * # @L & K mOL(*)
dimC HomQ(V+ | Q , W* R[u]). It remains to show that dimC HomQ(V+ | Q ,
W* R[u])=_ # W =(_) p(_(++\)&(*+\)). Since Indalg(Q A G)(W* 
R[u]) and Indalg(L A G)(W*) are isomorphic as G modules, we have
HomQ(V+ | Q , W* R[u])
=HomG(V+ , Indalg(Q A G)(W* R[u]))
=HomG(V+ , Indalg(L A G)(W*))=HomL(W* , V+). (3.6)
Finally dimC HomL(W* , V+) = dimC HomL & K (W* , V+) = _ # W =(_)
p(_(++\)&(*+\)) (see [10]). K
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4. Proof of Formula Relating (A+)t (MO) and (A+)t (MOL)
Our goal is to prove formula (2.1),
(A+)t (MO )=} :
w # WWL
=(w) w } ((A+)t (MOL V Y
+
u ).
Formula (2.1) is a generalization of the result proved in the second part of
Theorem 6.1.2 of [13]. Theorem 6.1.2 dealt with the trivial case OL=(0).
The general case is handled in essentially the same way. The reader who is
familiar with the proof of Theorem 6.1.2 may decide to skim the details in
the proof of (2.1)
In order to prove formula (2.1) we apply (1.6) along with the multiplicity
formula for mX (+) given in (3.3). Let f # C c (k*), ,=A
+f, and r=rank K.
We have the following analogue of (1.6)
(MX , f ) =( (A+)t (MX), ,)
=c&1K, T lim
t  
t&p :
+ # K
mX (+) :
w # W
=(w) $&iw(++\)(,t), (4.1)
where p=dimC X&|2+|&r. Note that in (4.1), ,t(x)=t&r,(t&1x).
Since dimC X=dimC O and dimC O=dimC g&dimC l+dimC OL=
2 |2(u)|+dimC OL , we have p=dimC OL&|2+L |&r+|2(u)|. (2
+
L is a fixed
set of positive roots for the pair (lC , tC).)
Let 4+ denote the lattice of dominant weights in t*C and Q denote
the root lattice. If * # t*C , (*+Q)+ will denote 4+ & (*+Q). Then the
sum
:
+ # K
mX (+) :
{ # W
=({) $&i{(++\)(,t),
appearing on the right-hand side of (4.1), can be expanded as
:
+ # K
:
* # L & K@
mOL(*) :
_ # W
=(_) p(_(++\)
&(*+\)) :
{ # W
=({) $&i{(++\)(,t) (4.2)
= :
{ # W
:
_ # W
:
* # L & K@
:
+ # (*+Q)+
=({) =(_)
_mOL(*) p(_(++\)&(*+\)) ,t(&i{(++\)). (4.3)
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If we make use of the definition of the partition function p, we can write
(4.3) as (where Z+ denotes the nonnegative integers)
:
{ # W
:
_ # W
=({) =(_) :
* # L & K@
:
+ # (*+Q)+
:
+=_&1(*+\+7k: :)&\
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
_mOL(*) ,t(&i{(++\)) (4.4)
= :
{ # W
:
_ # W
=({) =(_) :
* # L & K@
mOL(*) :
+ # (*+Q)+
:
+=_&1(*+\+7k::)&\
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
_,t(&i{(++\)) (4.5)
= :
{ # W
:
_ # W
=({) =(_) :
* # L & K@
mOL(*)
_ :
(_&1(*+\+7k: :)&\) # (*+Q)+
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
,t(&i{_&1(*+\+7k::)). (4.6)
Set W={_&1 in (4.6) so that =(w)==({) =(_&1)==({) =(_). (4.6)
becomes
:
w # W
:
_ # W
=(w) :
* # L & K@
mOL(*)
_ :
(_&1(*+\+7k: :)&\) # (*+Q)+
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
,t(&iw(*+\+7k::)). (4.7)
Define W 1L=[w # W | : # 2
+ and w&1:  2+ implies : # 2(u)]. W 1L is
the standard cross section for WL inside W. Therefore (4.7) can be written
as
:
{ # W 1L
_ # W
=({) :
* # L & K@
mOL(*) :
(_&1(*+\+7k::)&\) # (*+Q)+
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
_ :
v # WL
=(v) ,t(&i{v(*+\+7k::)). (4.8)
Rewrite the innermost sum in (4.8) as
:
v # WL
=(v)({&1 } ,)t(&iv(*+\+7k::))
= :
v # WL
=(v)({&1 } ,)t(&iv(*+\L+\u+7k: :)). (4.9)
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For reasons which will be explained below, (4.9) and the fact that WL
preserves 2(u), allow us to rewrite (4.8) as
:
{ # W 1L
=({) :
* # L & K@
mOL(*) :
*+\+7k:: is reg.
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
_ :
v # WL
=(v) F(t, *, {, v, [k:]), (4.10)
where F(t, *, {, v, [k:])=({&1 } ,)t(&iv(*+\L)&i\u&iv7k::)). (*+\+
7k: : is regular, provided that it has a nonzero inner product with each
root in 2).
(4.10) follows from (4.8) by these observations. If for some _ in W,
_&1(*+\+7k: :)&\ lies in 4+ & (*+Q), then *+\+7k:: is regular.
On the other hand, if *+\+7k:: is regular, then for a unique _ in W,
_&1(*+\+7k: :)&\ lies in 4+. Moreover, since _&1\&\ is a sum of
roots and _&1*&* is a sum of roots, _&1(*+\+7k::)&\ must also lie
in *+Q.
We found earlier that p=dimC OL&|2+L |&r+|2(u)|. Write
oL=dimC OL , and n=|2(u)|. It follows from (4.10) that, up to a constant
the limit in (4.1), we have
lim
t  
t&p :
{ # W 1L
=({) :
* # L & K@
mOL(*) :
*+\+7k: : is reg.
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
_ :
v # WL
=(v) F(t, *, {, v, [k:]). (4.11)
Now write G(t, *, {, [k:])=v # WL =(v) F(t, *, {, v, [k:]). Then the proof
of formula (2.1) will be completed by the following.
Lemma 4.12.
lim
t  
:
{ # W 1L
=({) t&oL+|2L
+ |+r :
* # L & K@
_mO L(*) t
&n :
*+\+7k:: is reg.
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
G(t, *, {, [k:])
=}" :
{ # W 1L
=({)[{ } [(A+)t (MO L) V H&i:1 V } } } V H&i:n ]](,), (4.13)
where }" is a nonzero constant.
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(Since W 1L=WWL and MO L=MOL , this gives formula (2.1).)
Proof. It will suffice to establish that for each { # W 1L ,
lim
t  
t&oL+|2L
+ |+r :
* # L & K@
mO L(*) t
&n :
*+\+7k:: is reg.
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
G(t, *, {, [k:])
=}"{ } [(A+)t (MO L) V H&i:1 V } } } V H& i:n](,), (4.14)
where }" is independent of {. For convenience we will assume that { is the
identity element.
Let s denote the real n-tuple (s1 , ..., sn) and &i: denote the n-tuple
(&i:1 , ..., &i:n), so that it makes sense to write s } (&i:=
s1(&i:1)+ } } } +sn(&i:n). (Rn)+ is the set of n-tuples s with nonnegative
entries. ds is the measure ds1 } } } dsn on (Rn)+.
If , is in C c (t*), for each x # t*, define ,x on (R
n)+ by
,x(s)=,(x+s } (&i: )) Define 9(,x) by
9(,x)=|
(Rn)+
,x(s) ds
=|

0
} } } |

0
,(x+s1(&i:1)+ } } } +sn(&i:n)) ds1 } } } dsn . (4.15)
9(,v) is the function on t* given by x [ 9(,x).
By definition,
[(A+)t (MO L) V H&i:1 V } } } V H&i:n ](,)=( (A
+)t (MO L), 9(,v)) . (4.16)
This makes sense for the following reasons. Since , is in C c (t*), the
function 9(,v) is in C
(t*) and the intersection of the support of 9(,v)
with the set &iR+(L & K@ ) is compact. This makes it possible to compute
(4.16).
Furthermore, let g be a smooth function on (Rn)+ and let D be any
partial derivative in the variables s1 , ..., sn of the form  j1+ } } } jns j1s } } } s
jn
n ,
then the function 9((gD,)v), given by
x [ 9(gD,x)=|
(Rn)+
g(s)(D,x)(s) ds (4.17)
is smooth and satisfies the same support condition as 9(,v). It follows that
one can compute ( (A+)t (MO L), 9((gD,)v)).
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We can rewrite (4.16) as
c&1L & K, T lim
t  
t&oL+|2L
+ |+r :
* # L & K@
mO L(*)
_ :
v # WL
=(v) t&r9((v&1 } ,)&it&1(*+\L)). (4.18)
Fix t>0. Using the n dimensional EulerMaclaurin summation formula as
stated in [15, 16], we have for each x in t*, the equality
9(,x)&t&n \ :k: # Z+, : # 2(u) ,(x+(&it
&1(\u+7k::)))+=t&1R1(t, ,x).
(4.19)
R1(t, ,x) is a finite sum of terms such as 9(g(ts) D,x(s)), where g is a
polynomial whose degree is determined by the order of D (see (1.6) and
(4.9) in [15]). The general form of R1(t, ,x) does not depend on ,.
Moreover, since one can compute each term of the form ( (A+)t (MO L),
9((gD,)v)) , the following limit exists:
lim
t  
t&oL+|2L
+ |+r :
* # L & K@
mO L(*)
_ :
v # WL
=(v) t&rR1(t, (v&1 } ,)&it&1(*+\L)). (4.20)
But then, after noting that \=\L+\u , (4.19) and (4.20) imply that (4.18)
is the same (up to a constant) as the limit t  :
t&oL+|2L
+ | +r :
* # L & K@
mO L(*) :
v # WL
=(v) t&r&n
_ :
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
(v&1 } ,)(&it&1(*+\+7k: :)). (4.21)
Since the regular elements are an open dense subset of i t*, (4.21) is the
same as the limit as t   of
t&oL+|2L
+ |+r :
* # L & K@
mO L(*) :
v # WL
=(v) t&r&n
_ :
*+\+7k:: is reg.
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
(v&1 } ,)(&it&1(*+\+7k::)) (4.22)
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which equals
lim
t  
t&oL+|2L
+ |+r :
* # L & K@
mO L(*) t
&n
_ :
*+\+7k: : is reg.
k: # Z+, : # 2(u)
G(t, *, e, [k:]). (4.23)
We have therefore established that (4.16) is the same (up to a constant) as
(4.23). Therefore, (4.14) holds with { equal to the identity element. This
completes the proof of our lemma.
5. Relationship between J
*
(;O) and J*
L(;OL)
Our next goal is to establish formula (2.2):
(A+)t (J
*
(; O))=}$ :
w # WWL
=(w) w } ((A+)t (J
*
L(; OL)) V Y
+
u ).
We begin by relating ;O and ; OL . Let F # C

c (g*); define F
K # C c (g*)
by F K (x)=K F(Ad(k) x) dk (dk is a Haar measure on K); and define FQ #
Cc (l*) by FQ(c)=u* F(c+Z) dZ (dZ is Lebesgue measure on u*). Then,
up to a constant depending on the normalization of the measures dk and
dZ, we have
;O(F )=; OL([F
K]Q). (5.1)
(The author would like to thank David Vogan for explaining how (5.1) can
be deduced from (2.4) and the fact that G=KQ).
It follows from (5.1) and the K invariance of J that if f # C c (k*), we
have (after ignoring constants)
;O( f b J)=;OL([ f b J)
K]Q)=; OL([ f
K b J]Q). (5.2)
Note that by definition,
;OL([ f
K b J]Q)=(;OL)w , |u f K b J(w+Z) dZ. (5.3)
Let r* be orthogonal complement of l* & k* in k*. J is a linear
isomorphism of u* onto r*. So if dy is Lebesgue measure on r*, (5.2) and
(5.3) imply (after ignoring constants):
J
*
(; O( f )=;O( f b J)=|
K
(J
*
L(;OL)dy, k } f ) dk. (5.4)
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We now employ an argument based on work of Sengupta. We refer the
reader to Section 6 of [20], especially the discussion preceding the theorem
stated in that section. Recall that C c (t*)$ denotes the space of distributions
on t*. Following Sengupta, we define an important subspace of C c (t*)$:
S=[T # C c (t*)$ | Supp[H&i:1 V } } } V H&i:n ] & [C-Supp T]
is compact, where C is any compact subset of t*]. (5.5)
(In the preceding definition of S, Supp T is the support of T, and
C-SuppT, denotes the set of differences x&y, for x # C, y # Supp T.) Since
J
*
(; O) satisfies the integral formula in (5.4), Sengupta’s argument shows
that formula (2.2) will hold if we can show that (A+)t (J
*
L(; OL)) belongs to
S. (Our formula (2.2) is the analogue of Sengupta’s formula (10).) The fact
that (A+)t (J
*
L(;OL)) belongs to S is a consequence of the general form
taken by (A+)t (J
*
L(;OL)),
(A+)t (J
*
L(;OL))= :
{ # WL
aww } (D } Y+L ), (5.6)
where in (5.6) the aw are constants, D is a constant coefficient differential
operator on t* and Y+L is defined analogously to Y
+
u , i.e., Y
+
L is the
convolution of Heaviside functions corresponding to the roots in 2+L . This
general form was established Section 7 of [13]. We will briefly recapitulate
that discussion.
From the work of Vogan and Barbasch [1, 2] or (independently)
Ginzburg [9], it is known that there is a constant coefficient differential
operator D=DOL such that if 8 # C c (l*) then
;OL(8)= lim
*  0
D*F8(*), (5.7)
where F8 is Harish Chandra’s invariant integral. The parameter * in (5.7)
is regular so that if 0 is the orbit L } *, then F8(*) is essentially equal to
;0(8). It follows that
J
*
L(;OL))= lim
*  0
D* J*
L(;0). (5.8)
Now (5.6) follows from (5.8) by applying the main result of Sengupta in
[20]. (The first half of the proof of Theorem 6.1.2 in [13] provides an
example of this procedure.)
It remains to verify that (5.6) implies that (A+)t (J
*
L(;OL)) satisfies the
support condition needed for membership in S. We note that Supp[w }
(D } Y+L )]Supp[w } Y
+
L ]. w } Y
+
L is the convolution of Heaviside
functions with weights in the set &iw&12+L . Since w
&12+L _ 2(u) is a
positive root system for (g, tC), we can find # # t* such that (#, )>0,
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\ # &iw&12+L _ &i2(u). Hence the elements of the set &iw
&12+L _
&i(u) all lie on one side of the hyperplane (#, } )=0 in t*. This implies that
the desired support condition on (A+)t (J
*
(;OL)) is satisfied.
6. The Minimal Nonzero Nilpotent Orbit
Assume in this section that G is simple and that O is the minimal non-
zero nilpotent orbit in g*. We will show the following.
Proposition 6.1. Conjecture 1 holds for the minimal nonzero nilpotent
orbit in g*.
We establish (6.1) by computing MO and J*(;O ) separately and showing
that they are proportional.
We first calculate MO , which is the same as MO . It is known that
R[O ]=k=0 V(k) as a K module, where  is the highest root and V(k)
is the irreducible K module with highest weight k. (In fact, since O is
normal [21], R[O]=R[O ].)
According to Joseph’s article [12], the dimension of the minimal non-
zero nilpotent orbit is 2k(g)=|1 |+1, where 1=[, # 2+ | (,, )>0].
Adopt Joseph’s notation and set 1o=1&[]. Now dimC O=2k(g)=
|1 |+1, so p(O)=|1 |+1&r&|2+| (r=rank K). Also set 1 c=2+"1.
Then we first show that
(A+)t (MO )=C :
w # WW(1c)
=(w) w } \{ `: # 1 c D:= } H&i+ , (6.2)
where C is a nonzero constant and for each : in 2+, D: is the directional
derivative in the &i: direction, i.e., D:( f )(x)=(df (x&i:t)dt) |t=0.
Proof of (6.2). Let f # C c (k*), and ,=A
+f. By (1.6) we have
(MO , f )=( (A+)t (MO ), ,)
=c&1K, T lim
t  
t&p :
+ # K
m O(+) :
w # W
=(w) $&iw(++\)(,t)
=c&1K, T lim
t  
t&p :
w # W
=(w) :

k=0
,t(&iw(\+k)) (6.3)
=c&1K, T lim
t  
:
w # W11 c
=(w ) t&1
_ :

k=0
tr+|1 c| :
{ # W(1 c)
,t(&iw {(\+k)). (6.4)
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If we now apply Lemmas 3.1.9 and 5.1.4 of [13], we obtain (6.2). Note that
W(1 c) is the Weyl group of the parabolic root system 1 c and W 11 c is the
standard cross section to W(1 c). K
To calculate J
*
(;O ), we first write down ;O explicitly using a formula
due to Rao. We need some additional notation in order to state the
formula. We suppose that O=G } E is an arbitrary nilpotent orbit in g*
and that E belongs to an sl2 triple [H, E, F] (i.e. when viewed as elements
of g, we have the commutation relations [H, E]=2E, [H, F]= &2F, and
[E, F]=H). Let gi denote the i eigenspace of H in g*. Set Vo=GH } E,
n2=i>2 gi . Since Vo g2 , \Z # Vo , we have ad Z: g&1  g1 . g&1 and g1
are dual under the Killing form. If we fix a pair of dual bases for these sub-
spaces, we can define the matrix cij (Z) of the mapping ad Z. (See Lemma
6.6 below.) Define the function 8(Z)=|det cij (Z)| 12. According to [17], if
F # Cc(g*), we have
;O(F )=c |
Vo+n2
8(Z) F K (Z+W) dZ dW, (6.5)
where Z # Vo , W # n2 , and dZ, dW denote Lebesgue measures on g2 and
n2 , respectively, and F K (Y)=K F(Ad k } Y) dk (dk is Haar measure on K).
c is a constant depending on the normalization of measures.
Let [H , X , X&] be the sl2 triple defining the minimal nonzero
nilpotent O. (Since g* and g are identified, we may view X and X& as
root vectors in g. H is really the element 2(, ) in i t*.) In terms of the
notation of the preceding paragraph, we have O=G } X , Vo=C*X /
RX+RiX , and n2=(0).
Lemma 6.6. If Z=xX+yiX # Vo , and r=(x2+y2)12, then 8(Z) is a
constant multiple of r |1 |&1.
Proof. We will use the fact that g1 is spanned by the root spaces corre-
sponding to 1o . Likewise g&1 is spanned by the root spaces corresponding
to &1o . By definition, ,(Z)=|det cij (Z)| 12, where cij is the matrix corre-
sponding to the map ad(Z): g&1  g1 . Now dimC g&1=dimC g1=|1 |&1,
so dimR g&1=2(|1 |&1). A real basis for g&1 is obtained by taking all
pairs X&: , iX&: , where : # 1"[]=1o . Now suppose that [X , X&:]=
b, &:X&: . Then the portion of the matrix cij (Z) corresponding to the
application of ad(Z) to the subspace RX&:+RiX&: looks like
X&: iX&:
X&: \
bx by
+ ,iX&: &by bx
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where b=b, &: . The determinant of this minor is b2(x2+y2). In this way
we conclude that ,(Z) is proportional to (x2+y2)( |1 | &1)2. K
We now prove the following.
Lemma 6.7. If f # C c (k*),
J
*
(;O)( f )=cO |

0
r |1 |f K (&ir) dr,
where cO is constant depending on O.
Proof. Specializing (6.5) to the minimal orbit we obtain the formula:
;O( f )=c |
Vo
8(Z) f K (Z) dZ. (6.8)
Since dimR Vo=2, it is advantageous to write this integral in terms of
polar coordinates: Z=xX+y(iX)  rei%X and then to simplify it.
Here are the details. Assume that all root vectors X; are chosen so that
X ;= &X&; , where ‘‘X ; ’’ denotes conjugation relative to the compact real
form k. As usual J denotes the projection g*  k*. Then J(X)=(X&
X&)2 and J(iX)=i(X+X&)2. It follows that if Z=xX+ y(iX)
then J(Z)=x((X&X&)2)+yi((X+X&)2).
Recall that B is the killing form of g and ( , ) is defined on k (and k*)
by ( } , } )=&B( } , } ). According to Helgason [11, Theorem 6.3, p. 155], we
know that: (i) B(X , iX)=0; (ii) B(X&X& , X&X&)<0; (iii)
B(i(X+X&), i(X+X&))<0; and (iv) B((X&X& , i(X+X&))=
0. Now we may assume that B(X , X&)=2(, ). One checks that
&X&X&&2=(X&X& , X&X&)=
4
(, )
=&i(X+X&)&2.
So if we set u=(&&2)(X&X&) and v=(&&2) i(X+X&), then u
and v are orthogonal unit vectors in J(Vo).
If Z=xX+y(iX) then J(Z)=x(X&X&)2+ yi(X+X&)2=
&&&1 (xu+ yv). We will write exp(T ), in place of ead(T ) in the remainder
of the proof of (6.7). Consider the effect of exp(i%H2) on u and v. It is
easy to check that exp(i%H2)(X)=ei%X and exp(i%H2)(X&)=
ei%X& . Therefore, exp(i%H2)(u)=cos(%) u+sin(%) v and exp(i%H2)
(v)=&sin(%) u+cos(%) v. It is therefore clear that for some real value of
%, depending on x and y we have
exp \i%H2 + (J(Z))=
(x2+y2)12
&&
v.
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Thus for each Z,
f K (J(Z))=|
K
f \Ad(k) } x
2+y2)12
&&
v+ dk, (6.9)
because exp(i%H2) # K for all real %. But X&X& and i(X+X&)
belong to k, and exp(?(X&X&)4)(&iH)=i(X+X&). This shows
that &iH and i(X+X&) are K conjugate. Therefore ((x2+y2)12&&) v
is K conjugate to r(&iH)2.
It follows that for some nonzero constant dO , we have
J
*
(; O)( f )=d O |

0
|
2?
0
r |1 |&1f K (J(Z)) r dr d%, (6.10)
using r dr d% as the measure on J(Vo), and the formula for 8(Z) proven
earlier. The integral (6.10), in turn, simplifies to cO 0 r
|1 |f K (&ir) dr
because of the remarks in the previous paragraph (especially the fact that
the integrand does not depend on %) and the fact that H as an element
of g* is the same as 2(, ). This completes the proof of (6.7). K
We now check that the integral in (6.7) is a constant multiple of MO
which is given by (6.2). Let f # C c (k*); then
(MO , f )=( (A+)t (MO ), A+( f ))
=C  :w # WW(1c) =(w) w } \{ `: # 1 c D: = } H&i+, A
+( f )
=C |WW(1 c)| H&i , { `: # 1 c D: = } A
+( f ) . (6.11)
In turn, (6.11) is equal to cO 0 r
|1 |f K (&ir) dr, by the following argu-
ment.
[>: # 1 c D:] } A+( f ) is a complicated sum. However, for each : in 1 c,
we know that D:(h:)=&2i{0. Moreover (up to a constant), A+( f )=
>: # 2+ h:( } ) f K ( } ). Therefore, when [>: # 1 c D:] is applied to A+( f ) there
will be a term in this sum which is proportional to >: # 1 h:( } ) f K ( } ). This
is the only term which is important for computing (6.11). Each of the other
terms will vanish when we apply the distribution H&i to it because each
contains at least one factor of the form h: with : in 1 c. On the other hand,
when we compute (H&i , >: # 1 h:( } ) f K ( } )), we obtain an expression
which is proportional to 0 r
|1 |f K (&ir) dr. This completes the proof of
Proposition 6.1. K
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We continue to assume that g is simple. For the remainder of this section
suppose that g has two root lengths. Let O be the orbit of a short root
vector in g*. Brylinski and Kostant [5] have shown that there is a simple
Lie algebra g$ containing g such that if G$ is the adjoint group of g$ then
(1) O$, the orbit (under G$) of the long root vector in (g$)* contains a finite
G equivariant covering O of O; (2) O is open in O$; and (3) R[O ] is the
restriction of R[O$] to O . Using these results and Proposition 6.1, it is easy
to establish that Vogan’s conjecture holds for O. We will sketch the
arguments.
Let ’ be the injection O /O$. Then ’ is G equivariant and ;O =’*; O$ ,
the pullback of ; O$ . If d is the degree of the covering \: O  O, then by [13,
Remark 5.2.12], MO =dMO . (By [5], d=1 or 2.) It is also clear that
\
*
(;O )=d;O . Assume that K$, the maximal compact subgroup of G$
contains K, the maximal compact subgroup of G. We have the injection
i: g  g$ and its transpose (restriction) i : (g$)*  g*. Note that \ is the
restriction of i  to O .
We also have the maps J$: (g$)*  (k$)* and J: g*  k*. Since k/k$, the
following diagram commutes:
(g$)* wwJ $ (k$)*
i i  (6.12)
(g)* wwJ (k)*
Since i b J$=J b i , it follows that on O we have
J b \=i b J$ b ’. (6.13)
Now suppose that f # C c (k*); then by (6.13) and the other remarks
above,
J
*
;O ( f )=; O ( f b J)=
1
d
;O ( f b J b \)
=
1
d
;O ( f b i b J$ b ’)=
1
d
; O$ ( f b i b J$). (6.14)
We have therefore shown that J
*
(;O)( f )=(1d) J$*(;$O )( f b i
). Since
J$
*
(;O$)=c O$ MO$ (Proposition 6.1) and M O( f )=(1d ) MO ( f ), Vogan’s
conjecture for O will follow from the equality MO ( f )=MO$ ( f b i ). Thus,
it remains to establish that MO =i*
(MO$). We now show that this is a con-
sequence of the fact that R[O ] is the restriction of R[O$] to O .
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For f # C c (k*) and t>0, recall that ft(x)=t
&dim kf (t&1x). We have
dimC O$=dimC O =dimC O. Set p(O)=dimC (O)&dimR k and p(O$)=
dimC (O$)&dimR k$. Then MO is the K invariant distribution on k*
defined as
MO #
def
lim
t  
t&p(O ) :
+ # K
mO (+) ;O(+)( ft). (6.15)
The distribution MO$ on (k$)* is K$ invariant and
MO$ ( f b i )= lim
t  
t&p( O$) :
* # K $
mO$ (*) ;O(*)(( f b i )t). (6.16)
If * # K $ and + # K , let n(+, *) denote the multiplicity of + in the restriction
of * to K. Because of our normalizations of ;O(*) and ;O(+) , we have
i
*
;O(*)=+ # K n(+, *) ;O(+) . Also mO(+)=* # K $ n(+, *) mO$ (*). These
facts along with the observation that ( f b i )t=tdim k&dim k$ ft b i  imply that
MO ( f )=MO$ ( f b i ).
Proposition 6.17. Conjecture 1 holds for the orbit of the short root
vector in g*.
7. Applications to Nilpotent Orbits in Real Semisimple Algebras
Throughout this section, we adopt the following notation. G is the
adjoint group of a real semisimple Lie algebra g and K is a maximal
compact subgroup of G. k is the Lie algebra of K. GC is the adjoint group
of gC , the complexification of g, and KC is the connected subgroup of GC
whose Lie algebra is kC . As usual t is a maximal torus in k. Let J denote
the projection g*  k* coming from the Killing form of g. (V denotes the
real dual.) Suppose that 0 is a nilpotent (co-adjoint) orbit in g*, with
Liouville measure ;0 . J*(;0), the pushforward of ;0 to k*, is a well-
defined tempered, K-invariant measure on k*. Let O be the Cayley trans-
form of 0. That is, O is the KC nilpotent orbit in p*C which is the image of
0 under the KostantSekiguchi correspondence. (See [19].) MO and M O
can be defined exactly as in (1.1) above. (However, MO and MO are not
necessarily equal.) MO and MO were studied in [13]. In [13], we also
investigated the following generalization of Conjecture 1.
Conjecture 2. (Vogan). For every nilpotent co-adjoint orbit 0g*,
there is a nonzero constant c0 such that J*(;0)=c0 MO .
Reference [13, Theorem 3] established that Conjecture 2 holds if 0 is an
even nilpotent orbit. This includes the case in which 0 has maximal dimen-
sion among the nilpotent orbits. Computations similar to those in the
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previous section show that Conjecture 2 holds if 0 is a nonzero nilpotent
orbit of minimal dimension.
Proposition 7.1. If 0 is a nonzero nilpotent orbit of minimal dimension
in g*, then there is a nonzero constant c0 such that J*(;0)=c0MO .
Proof. Here is a sketch of some of the arguments involved. For con-
venience assume that G is simple. There are then two cases to consider: (a)
GK is not Hermitian symmetric and (b) GK is Hermitian symmetric.
In case (a), the representation of KC on p*C is irreducible. In case (b), the
representation of KC on p*C is the sum of two irreducible KC modules.
Assume we are in case (a), i.e., GK is not Hermitian symmetric. Then,
there is a unique minimal nonzero nilpotent co-adjoint orbit 0min . It is the
G orbit of any root vector corresponding to a long restricted root. Let Omin
be the Cayley transform of 0min . Then 0min is the KC orbit of the highest
weight vector (see below) of the (irreducible) representation of KC on p*C .
Let * be the highest weight of the representation of KC on p*C , relative to
some positive root system 2+(kC , tC). Therefore, by [21] we have the KC
module decomposition
R[O min]= :

n=0
Vn* , (7.2)
where Vn* is the irreducible KC module with highest weight n*.
The argument for (6.2) can be applied to establish that
(A+)t (MO min)=C :
w # WW(S)
=(w) w } \{ `: # S D:= } H&i*+ , (7.3)
where S is the set of all roots in 2+(kC , tC) which are orthogonal to *, and
C is a nonzero constant.
In order to show that J
*
(;0min) is proportional to the right-hand side of
the previous equation, we again use Rao’s formula (6.5) to compute ;0min)
and, hence, J
*
(;0min). Here are some of the details.
Let G=KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition of G. A is the subgroup
corresponding to a choice of a maximal abelian subspace a of p. N is the
closed subgroup corresponding to the subalgebra n, the span of the root
spaces for 2 +, a system of positive restricted roots. Let M (with Lie
algebra m) be the centralizer of A in K. Let  be the highest positive
restricted root. That is, if , is a positive restricted root, then ,& is not
a sum of positive restricted roots. This  is unique. Let [H , X , X&] be
the corresponding sl2 triple, so that X and X& are root vectors. Then
0min=G } X . For each integer j, gj is the j-eigenspace of ad(H) on g. We
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may assume that under the Cartan involution %, we have %(X)= &X& .
Thus (X&X&) lies in k and may be assumed to lie in t.
If B is the Killing form of gC , its restriction to g is the Killing form of
g. Define a positive definite K invariant inner product ( } , } ) on g by the
formula (Z1 , Z2)=&B(Z1 , %(Z2)). Then ( } , } ) restricts to a nondegenerate
inner product on each eigenspace of ad(H) and on each restricted root
space. Also, &X&2=B(X , X&)= 12 B(H , H).
Let [x, e, f ] be the normal sl2 triple corresponding to [H , X , X&]
under the KostantSekiguchi correspondence [19]. That is, x=i(X&
X& , e= 12 (H&i(X+X&)), and f=
1
2 (H+i(X+X&)). Then Omin=
KC } e. We may assume that e is the highest weight (relative to the positive
system 2+(kC , tC)) of the representation of KC on p*C . Since e has weight
*, a simple calculation shows that *( } )=2B(x, } )B(x, x), i.e., *
corresponds to the element 2xB(x, x)=2 i(X&X&)B(H , H). Thus, if
b()=B(H , H), then
*( } )=
4iB(J(X), } )
b()
. (7.4)
Now consider gH. Let 2 + be the set of all positive restricted roots which
are orthogonal to . Set nH=: # 2 + g: , and n
H=: # 2 + g&: . One
verifies that gH=kH anH (and in additional gH=manH 
n H). So that GH=KHAN H. It is easy to show that nH and NH act
trivially on X . Therefore GH } X=K HA } X . Recall the notation and
statement of Rao’s formula [17] in (6.5) above. For F # Cc(g), we have
;0min(F )=c |
Vo
8(Z) F K (Z) dZ. (7.5)
In formula (7.5), Vo=KHA } X /g2 . Suppose that Z # Vo and
Z=ka } X=e(log a)k } X . Each element of KH is an isometry of g2 . We
can introduce spherical coordinates on g2 to evaluate the previous integral.
As a result, we have dZ=rdimR g2&1 dr d8, where r=&Z&=e(log a)&X&
and 3 denotes the angular variables corresponding to the action of KH.
Since k is an isometry, 8(e(log a)k } X) is independent of k and is a con-
stant multiple of r (12) dimR g1. This follows from [17, Lemma 2].) It is clear
that F K (Z)=F K (e(log a)k } X)=F K(e(log a)X). So if we set F= f b J, then
J
*
(;0min)( f )=c |

0
r (12) dimR g1+dimR g2&1 f k \r J(X)&X &+ dr, (7.6)
because the integrand coming from (7.5) does not depend on any of the
angular variables.
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Next, we establish that
1
2 dimR g1+dimR g2&1=|2
+(kC , tC)|&|S|, (7.7)
where S was defined following (7.3). We begin with the eigenspace decom-
position: g=g&2g&1g0g1g2 . By definition, dimR 0min=dimR g&
dimR g
X. Using the representation theory of the sl(2, R) triple [H , X ,
X&], we have dimR gX=dimR g0+dimR g1 . The eigenspace decomposi-
tion of g now implies that 12 dimR 0min=
1
2 dimR g1+dimR g2 . On the other
hand, from a careful study of Omin , one shows that
1
2 dimR 0min&1=
dimC Omin&1=
1
2 (dimC kC&dimC k
*
C). Since
1
2(dimC kC&dimC k
*
C)=|2
+
(kC , tC)|&|S|, we have the desired equality.
Because of (7.4), we can replace J(X) by &ib() *4 in (7.6). In light of
(7.7), the proportionality of (7.6) to the right-hand side of Eq. (7.3) is
established just as in the paragraph following (6.11). This completes the
proof of Proposition 7.1 for the case in which GK is not Hermitian
symmetric.
In case (b) when GK is Hermitian symmetric there are two minimal,
nonzero nilpotent G orbits: 01=G } X and 02=G } &X . The corre-
sponding sl2 triplies in g are [H , X , X&] and [H , &X , &X&].
Under the KostantSekiguchi correspondence, we obtain the normal triples
[x, e, f ] and [&x, f , e]. The corresponding nilpotent KC orbits are O1 and
O2 . We may assume e and f are highest weight vectors of the two simple
KC modules whose sum p*C . If their respective weights are *1 and *2 , then
by [21] the K decomposition of R[O 1] (resp., R[O 2]) is the same as the
K decomposition of R[O ] in (7.2) with *1 (resp., *2) replacing *. We then
verify Vogan’s conjecture for 01 and 02 separately just as we did for 0min
in case (a).
Combining the Proposition 7.1 with [13, Theorem 3], we have the
following.
Corollary 7.8. Conjecture 2 holds for all nilpotent orbits 0 if the split
rank of G is equal to one.
8. Applications to Harish Chandra Modules
In this section we will explain how Conjecture 2 above helps to clarify
a recent result of Schmid and Vilonen [18] (also conjectured by Vogan)
which relates the characteristic cycle of a Harish Chandra module to its
asymptotic support. We will first review the relevant background. We retain
the notation of Section 7.
In [13] the asymptotic multiplicity measure, MR , of an (S(pC), K) module
R was defined whenever R satisfied certain finiteness conditions. It is clear
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that if X is a Harish Chandra module of finite length then its asymptotic
multiplicity measure, MX , can be defined by (1.1) above if we replace
R[O] by X. That is, if mX (+) is the multiplicity of the K-type + in X, d is
the GelfandKirillov dimension of X (as a module over the enveloping
algebra of gC), and p(X)=d&dimR k, then for f # C c (k*):
MX ( f ) #
def
lim
t  
t&p(X ) :
+ # K
mX (+) ;O(+)( ft). (8.1)
MX shares the same basic properties as MO and MO .
Next we recall Vogan’s construction of the characteristic cycle Ch(X ) of
X (see [22]). First, define gr(X ), the associated graded module of X
relative to an appropriate filtration. gr(X ) is a finitely generated (S( pC), K)
module which satisfies the finiteness conditions allowing us to define
Mgr(X ) . Since X and gr(X ) are isomorphic as K modules, MX=Mgr(X) .
Ass(X ), the associated variety of X, is the zero set of the annihilator of
gr(X ) in p*C . It is a closed union of nilpotent KC orbits. Suppose that
O 1 , ..., O s are the distinct components of Ass(X). Pi will denote the ideal of
O i (in S(pC)). It is known that all the O i have dimension d. Moreover, there
is a filtration of gr(X ) by finitely generated (S(pC), K) modules with the
following properties: (1) each subquotient is isomorphic to the coordinate
ring of the closure of a nilpotent orbit in Ass(X ); (2) the subquotients of
highest Krull dimension are the R[O i]. Let ni be the multiplicity of O i in
this filtration. The integers ni do not depend on the filtration of gr(X) so
long as condition (1) holds:
Ch(X ) #
def
:
j
njPj . (8.2)
The additivity property of the asymptotic multiplicity measure allows us to
conclude:
MX=Mgr(X )= :
s
i=1
niMO i . (8.3)
Let %X be the lift of the distribution character of X to g [3]. Barbasch
and Vogan showed that the leading term of the asymptotic expansion (near
zero) of %X has the form 0i ai;0i@ , where the 0i are the top dimensional
orbits in the asymptotic support of X, ;0i@ is the Fourier transform of ;0i ,
and the ai are complex numbers. Schmid and Vilonen proved (as Vogan
had conjectured) that 0i ai;0i@ and j nj Pj have the same number of non-
zero terms and that for each i, ai=ni , where Oi is the image of 0i under
the KostantSekiguchi correspondence.
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Conjecture 2 now becomes relevant. On the one hand, the Schmid
Vilonen result provides strong support for the conjecture. On the other
hand, if the conjecture holds then it complements the SchmidVilonen
result. These observations are based on (8.3) above and additional results
of Barbasch and Vegan on asymptotic expansions of characters of
representations. We know from [3] that %KX , the K character of X lifted to
k, also has an asymptotic expansion (near zero). The leading term of this
asymptotic expansion is the Fourier transform with respect to k* of MX .
Equation (4) in the proof of Theorem 3.6 of [3] implies that the
pushforward to k of the leading term of %X is a constant multiple of the
leading term of %KX . Taking Fourier transforms, we conclude that
0i aiJ*(;0i) is a constant multiple of MX .
Finally, Eq. (8.3) implies that
:
0i
aiJ*(;0i)=const } :
s
i=1
ni MO i . (8.4)
Thus if Ass(X ) is the closure of a single orbit O (the image of the orbit 0
under the KostantSekiguchi correspondence), then Conjecture 2 holds for
that orbit. However, it is desirable to have a proof of Conjecture 2 which
is more direct and elementary, not requiring the theory of characters and
D modules.
Of course, if Conjecture 2 holds in general then it gives heuristic evidence
for the SchmidVilonen result. For if one has any linear combination
0i a$i;0i , then
:
0i
a$iJ*(;0i)=:
O i
a$i c0i MO i (8.4)
which is clearly very closely related to the SchmidVilonen result.
Equation (8.4) also indicates the importance of determining precisely the
constant ‘‘c0 ’’ which relates J*(;0) and MO i . I hope to consider this matter
in a future paper.
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